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www.cinet-online.com

CERCLEAN® International Certification program for 

Industrial Textile Service & Retail Textile Cleaning companies
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Main Benefi ts

1. Implement international best practices in PTC 
CERCLEAN® provides a complete step by step model for the 
laundry manager to implement best practices on professional 
laundry and dry cleaning management in a laundry facility. The 
program is split up between a certi� cation scheme for Industrial 
Textile Services and Retail Textile Cleaning, so the program 
specializes based on the business model that is applicable. The 
handbook and easy-to-� ll-out forms are based on optimized work 
� ow and conditions, annual training of staff, setting yearly quality 
objectives, handling of hazardous chemicals, proper maintenance 
of machinery, good housekeeping, complaint management, 
productivity improvement plan and an energy savings plan. 

2. Proven solution & continuous development
Over 50 years ago the industrial laundries started developing 
certi� cation schemes in collaboration with health care organizations 
and governmental bodies based in Europe on ISO 9001 and later 
on RABC norms (EN 14065). With a global perspective CINET 
is committed to spread this knowledge on best practices and 
continuously work on improving the know-how in the program 
based on new innovations coming from the industry.

3. Most cost effective solution
The laundry manager can work anytime and anywhere as this is a 
digital, self-explaining program dedicated to PTC. Naturally users 
get online support of licensed CERCLEAN® auditors. After applying 
for the program the laundry manager starts creating a handbook 
with standard procedures for their own speci� c laundry business 
and customers, supported by  e-learning on quality & (optionally) 
hygiene management. This is much less time-consuming than 
buying a generic quality management program that is not dedicated 
to PTC. Besides that the program is updated annually based on the 
latest industry innovations.

Results

After you implement this program you will see a number of effects 
on your business:

• Staff is involved in continuous improvement on the workflow 
and so you increase productivity and commitment to 
jointly work towards company (mid & long term) goals and 
objectives.

• Quality control is emphasized in a standardized process to 
ensure customer expectations are managed and met. 

• Safety is well taken care of on the work floor so the chance 
for accidents is minimized. Also possible risks are identified 
and periodically evaluated to continuously improve your 
professional operation. 

• Your laundry offers a sustainable textile care service, 
meeting a minimum of international standards evaluated 

based on the current national market conditions. When 
the international standards are too farfetched for current 
national market conditions a ‘List of Exemptions’ is  agreed 
upon for a specific country. This list is evaluated on a 
yearly basis for possible improvements in the market. 
Worldwide environmental legislation is becoming more 
strict, CERCLEAN® will ensure that compliance to national 
regulations is included at all times. 

• Besides the international standards your laundry will commit 
to continuously lower the eco footprint based on an annual 
improvement plan that is included in the CERCLEAN® 
program. Naturally this will also lower operational cost.

• The standardized procedures that you formulate for your 
laundry business result in lower operational cost (less 
re-wash, less accidents, appropriate use of resources and 

increased productivity by optimal loading ratios, etc.). 
• By implementing internationally recognized ISO 9001 and 

optionally RABC / EN 14065 principles you profile a trusted 
service with higher added value for your customer. Naturally 
this added value should aid your sales people whilst 
discussing pricing.

• Setting an international standard in your market results in 
professionalization of the industry and puts up a ‘barrier 
entry’ for new players on your laundry market (you can 
check Porter’s theory on this via Google). In some matured 
markets these certification qualifications are included 
in tender procedures. When a laundry doesn’t have this 
certificate it is impossible to participate in the tender 
procedure.
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MEETING CUSTOMER   EXPECTATIONS AND BEYOND!



Start your CERCLEAN® certifi cation today!

The CINET International 
Certi� cation program offer 
a step by step approach. 
This enables you as a 
laundry manager to follow 
the program at your own 
pace. CINET offers full 
support to companies that 
start the CERCLEAN® 
program, either via 
our own CERCLEAN® 

licensed auditors or in cooperation with organizations like national 
associations for professional textile care or suppliers / consultants 
in the � eld of textile care (read more on next page ‘Distribution 
Partnership’). Starting the program is very easy, just follow below 
steps;

1. Go to https://www.cinet-online.com/international-certi� cation/ 
and register your company and basic info so CINET can 
provide a matching quote. 

2. Within 5 working days you will receive a complete quote 
with details where you select how you want to implement 
the CERCLEAN® certi� cation program (e-learning, on site 
workshops or outsourced to a consulting service). 

3. Based on your selection CINET will send an invoice for the � rst 
step: preparation of a handbook.

4. Once payment is received, logon-id’s will be sent by e-mail. 
NOTE! E-learning can start withing 24 hours by online payment 
with credit card or other alternative.

5. After you login in, the handbook module and optionally other 
e-learning courses are made available. By following the given 
instructions in the modules, you will develop all procedures 
and forms to complete the handbook. During this process 
continuous online support is provided. In case your laundry has 
already implemented (some of) these organizational aspects 
it is not necessary to � ll out a form twice, simply refer to your 
existing documents and procedures. 

6. After implementation of procedures and working methods 
and � nishing all questions in the handbook, an audit can be 
requested. CINET estimates 90 hours for Quality management 
implementation and 50 hours for hygiene management based 
on previous experiences.

7. To prepare for the audit the laundry manager will receive a 
copy of the ‘Document of Requirements‘, a checklist to see if 
everything is in order. 

8. The auditor will visit the laundry facility and check whether 
procedures, working methods, documents and the 
handbook meet all requirements based on the ‘Document of 
Requirements’ (same document).

9. De� ciencies will be identi� ed and reported by the auditor and 
send to CINET for evaluation by the International Certi� cation 
Committee.

10. A period of 3 months is granted to solve de� ciencies.

11. The International Certi� cation Committee veri� es corrections/
improvements and will endorse the CERCLEAN® certi� cate 
once these are solved. In case the number of de� ciencies is too 
much or can’t be checked via video / pictures a new audit will 
have to be scheduled*. 

12. A certi� cate is valid for a period of 3 years. Each year the 
progress on improvements is discussed with the laundry 
manager, providing assistance  and feedback. Laundry 
managers also receive support digitally upon request after prior 
agreement.

Do you need an offi cially accredited 

certifi cation?
 
CERTEX® provides you a solution!

CERCLEAN® is a step-
by-step certi� cation 
program that aids 
laundry managers to 
improve their operation 
in a pragmatic way. 
If your customers 
require an international 

of� cially accredited certi� cate, CERTEX® certi� cation provides the 
ideal solution. This program is identical to the most comprehensive 
certi� cation scheme of CERCLEAN®. CERTEX® has been 
operational for over 50 years in Europe, meanwhile implemented 
at many industrial laundries. The program is governed by an 
independent council and accredited according to the international 
council of accreditation (TUV NORD, a globally recognized 
organization for accredited certi� cation). 

Train the trainer Audit by Wim Meijer
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This certi� cation scheme for industrial laundries, which is equal 
to PTC dedicated certi� cation systems in European countries 
like Germany as well as meanwhile in the USA, is the benchmark 
in Dutch hospitals for over 50 years. This is re� ected by the fact 
that criteria and requirements were adopted for the guideline 
“Linen Hospitals“. Compared to some other systems, there is one 
difference: Certex® allows different washing/launder programs 
where other schemes prescribe or follow de� ned programs. The 
latter blocks innovation and implementation of state of the art 
developments and by this improvement of ef� ciency. Since EN 
14065 RABC is mandatory within the Certex®-system, permanent 
control and monitoring of critical control points (CCP’s) are 
embedded in daily routines so core processes are constantly 
guarded. 
CERTEX focuses on the end result of the product where some 
others also prescribe the exact procedure a laundry has to follow. 
Naturally this results in higher (unnecessary) cost, the customer is 
merely interested in the end result.

Distribution partnership for CERCLEAN® 
certifi cation

As is a custom for CINET, the preferred way of supporting national 
markets for professional laundry & dry cleaning is in collaboration 
with our members and partners. 

As an association, consultant or supplier it might be of interest to 
offer additional services to members or customers. A standardized 
collaboration model is created to make this happen based on the 
following assumptions:
• Your organization is interested to increase its service level to 

members / customers by conveniently offering the content of 
the CERCLEAN® certi� cation system with the support of your 
staff during implementation. 

• Your organization is consulting in the professional laundry & 
textile cleaning industry in a speci� c market area and aims to 
develop professionalism and implementation of best practices.

• In return for marketing and support tasks your organization 
receives a � xed royalty (in %) from the sales to other laundries 
in a speci� c market area. This royalty can be used to generate 
an income for your organization or to provide a discount to your 
members / customers.

• Besides the CERCLEAN® program your organization can 
also become a distribution partner for CINET’s ‘World of PTC 
Business School’. This is training material for the workforce 
(operators, technical staff and management) that supports the 
implementation of the CERCLEAN® program.

Contact
In case you are interested in the distribution partnership please 
contact the CINET secretariat at cinet@cinet-online.com or via 
phone 0031 (0) 344 65 0430.
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The content of this Cinet publication has been carefully established. 
Cinet cannot be held liable for the accuracy, completeness and timeliness of this 
publication and the related documents. Visitors are not entitled to undisclosed or 
multiply (even via one’s own network) information from this publication (including 
design aspects) without prior written consent from Cinet. Unauthorized or improper 
use of the content, or parts of it, violate intellectual rights and / or copyright. 
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